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	Change description: Change the "Opaque data header fields" to "Optional header fields" and define a set of tagged headers (key-value pairs) for common use.
	Type: Modification
	Current wording: [throughout specification]
Change "opaque [data] header" to "optional header".

[notes for field 18]
18 VAR: Opaque data header fields.  Each opaque header field is a variable length string, terminated by the character ‘~’ (ASCII 126).  Each header may contain any data except for the terminating character.  It is strongly recommended that opaque headers contain printable text.  Example header values (with terminators), for illustration only, no implied usage pattern:“GPS~”, “TYPE=GPS~”, “FORMAT=BINEX~”, “SEQUENCE=12345~”, “FILENAME=data.bin~”, “FRAGMENT=15/238~”, “TIMEQUALITY=98%~”

	Proposed new wording: 18 VAR: Optional data header fields.  Each header field is a variable length string, terminated by the character ‘~’ (ASCII 126).  Each header may contain any data except for the terminating character.  It is strongly recommended that optional headers and values contain printable text when possible.

The following set of tagged header fields (key=value) should be used as defined when needed, denoted with terminators for illustration:
  "TQ=<value>~", timing quality, analagous to SEED 2.4 % timing quality
  "MTE=<value>~", estimated maximum timing error in seconds (float)

Other header fields may be present but are undefined.
	Rationale: The opaque data header fields provided a useful mechanism to allow arbitrary header fields, allowing extensibily to support unanticipated use.
This proposal converts the wholly opaque data header fields to a set of optional fields, some of which are tagged headers with a defined meaning.  Any header fields may be present, whether defined by the FDSN or not.  This is intended to improve the balance for storing optional headers with defintions that are in relatively common use (e.g. timing quality).  The FDSN can define more tagged header fields to have a shared meaning as the needs arise.  We anticipate that more tagged headers will be defined prior to miniSEED 3 adoption, this proposal is focussed on the concept and mechanism to store them.
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